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Maria was very excited! Today she 

was going to the amusement park 

with her family. She had been there 

many times before, but this time 

would be the best.

She had two big brothers. Their 

names were Luis and Daniel. They 

loved to ride the roller coaster. 

Before now, Maria had always 

been too small to ride. She had to 

sit on a bench and wait each time 

her brothers went on the coaster. 

Sometimes they rode it five or six 

times in a row!

Maria watched them laugh as the 

roller coaster climbed the hill. 

She heard them scream with their 

hands in the air when it plunged 

down. Maria did not like sitting on 

the bench watching. She wanted 

to be on the ride, laughing and 

screaming with them. 
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Today, Maria would not have to sit 

on the bench while everyone else 

went on the ride. Today, Maria 

would ride the roller coaster! 

She had grown since their last 

trip to the park. Maria was now 

tall enough for the ride. She had 

waited a long time for this day. 

 

Her family stood in line to enter 

the park. Maria was hopping with 

excitement. It was a long wait, and 

she could hardly stand it. At last, 

they were inside the park. 

“Where should we start?” joked 

Dad. He knew exactly what Maria 

would say. 

“I want to ride the roller coaster!” 

shouted Maria.
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They all walked toward the 

roller coaster and got in line. 

Maria checked to make sure 

she was tall enough. She was! 

They stood in the long line and 

watched the roller coaster go past. 

People on the ride laughed and 

screamed. The ride went high in 

the air and turned sideways as it 

came down. Then it went up again 

and turned upside-down. Finally, 

it plunged down a steep hill. It 

looked like so much fun!

The line inched forward slowly. 

While they waited, they saw the 

roller coaster go past many times. 

Maria was so excited she could 

hardly stand still. She talked and 

talked about how much fun it 

would be to ride the roller coaster. 

She showed her family how she 

would put her hands in the air.
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Since only two people could ride 

in each car, someone would have 

to ride alone. 

Maria’s brothers teased her. “You 

can ride alone in the first car,”  

they said. 

“Yes!” shouted Maria. “Please Dad, 

let me ride alone.” 

Dad wasn’t sure that was a good 

idea. “Let’s wait and see,” he said. 

Mom was sure it wasn’t a good 

idea. “You can ride with Dad,” she 

said. “I’ll ride alone this time.”
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As the family got closer to the track, 

they could hear the noises coming 

from the roller coaster loading 

area. People were talking on 

loudspeakers. Coaster cars rattled 

as they came into the station. A 

noisy bell rang when the train left 

the station. 

 

Finally, they were at the front of the 

line. A train pulled up. The riders 

got out. At last, it was time for  

Maria to get on the roller coaster. 

Maria stood there looking at the  

car. She remembered how fast 

the ride went. She remembered 

how high the ride went. She 

remembered the part where it 

turned upside-down. She heard all 

the noise, and suddenly she wanted 

to run away from the coaster. 
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“I don’t want to go,” she said.

Quickly, her mom got out of the 

car. 

“It’s okay. I’ll stay with you,” she said. 

“We’ll wait for everyone outside 

on the bench.” Maria’s brothers 

watched in surprise. 

“No,” said Dad. “Maria, all of us 

were scared the first time we rode 

the roller coaster. It’s still a little bit 

scary. But that’s what makes it fun! 

Now you sit here with me and I will 

hold you very tight.” He got into a 

car and held his arms out to her. 
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“Come on, Maria,” said Luis. “I 

was really scared the first time, but 

now I love it!” 

“So was I,” added Daniel.

Maria thought about it. She knew 

her Dad would keep her safe and 

she knew she would not be happy 

sitting on the bench again.

She took a deep breath and stepped 

into the car. Her Dad buckled her 

seat belt and wrapped his arms 

tightly around her. 

Soon the ride jolted forward. They 

headed up the hill. Maria shut her 

eyes and started screaming. She 

opened them once, and screamed 

some more. 
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Maria loved every minute of the 

ride! It was a terrifying thrill. She 

laughed and screamed. Though 

she kept her eyes closed, she 

could feel every move. Maria 

felt herself go high up in the air 

and then turn sideways as she 

came down. She held her breath 

as the train climbed again. She 

screamed louder than she had 

ever screamed before when they 

turned upside-down. Maria let 

out one final scream as they 

plunged down the steep hill and 

came squeaking to a stop.  

“Can we go again?” she shouted 

as soon as the ride was over.

“Sure,” her Dad said. “But this 

time you have to try to keep your 

eyes open!” Everyone laughed as 

they got back in the line.
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 “Nori, come outside with me,” said my grandfather.

 I walked outside. Sitting just outside the door was a brand new 

fishing pole. I looked at my grandfather. Surprise filled my eyes.

 “Thank you, Grandfather,” I exclaimed.

 “You are most welcome, Nori,” he replied. “Today, we will go fishing 

at Lake Ashi.”

 We packed up everything we needed. Then, we headed out to Lake 

Ashi. I have always loved Lake Ashi. It is a very famous lake in Japan. 

People come from everywhere to visit the beautiful lake. It is very special 

because Mt. Fuji can be seen there.

 At the lake, we caught many fish. I knew my grandmother would 

be well pleased. There would be plenty to cook for dinner. I thanked my 

grandfather on the way back to the house. It had been a wonderful day. 

The best part of all was spending it with him! 

Additional Narrative

Directions: Carefully read the passage below.

Lake Ashi
by Megan Conner
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1. Determine the main idea of each paragraph or paragraphs.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

2.  Summarize this passage in 25 words or less.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

3. Explain how this story is told. What is the author’s point of view?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Directions: Use the passage on the facing page to answer the questions below.
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 After reading The Roller Coaster, your class is sharing stories about 

a time when they were afraid. You will write a personal narrative about a 

time when you were afraid. Stories will be shared with your teacher and 

classmates.

 Write a three-part narrative about a time you were afraid of 

something. Your story must include a beginning, middle, and end. Make 

sure you include characters, setting, problem, and solution. 

WRITING PROMPT

R.A.F.T. Table

ROLE

AUDIENCE

FORMAT

TOPIC

I am  _____________________________. 

__________________________________will read my writi ng.   

I am writi ng __________________________. 

I am writi ng about___________________________________.

role

format

topic

audience
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END

GRAPHIC ORGANIZER

SETTING CHARACTERS PROBLEM

BEGINNING

MIDDLE

PLOT

RESOLUTION
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PLAN IT!

BEGINNING

DRAW IT!

BEGINNING DESCRIPTION

DIALOGUE

ACTION

DESCRIPTION

OPENING TYPES SNAPPY! Opening Examples

M

?

F

“Good morning, Steve,” said Tom.

BANG! A door slammed closed in the classroom.

It was a warm summer afternoon.
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READ IT!

CHECK IT!

BEGINNING

SNAPPY! Opening Story Elements

Narrati ve Technique

Literary Device

SIMILECHARACTERS SmCACTIONAc

METAPHORPROBLEM MPDIALOGUEDi

DESCRIPTIONDe

ADJECTIVESETTING AdjS

DIALOGUEDi

INDENT PARAGRAPH

WRITE IT!

SAY IT!
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MIDDLE

TRANSITIONS Table

First,

Next,

Last, 

Aft er,

Later, 

Before, 

Then, 

Soon,

When, 

Once, 

Now, 

Unti l, 

But,

DRAW IT!

MIDDLE DESCRIPTION
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MIDDLE

READ IT!

CHECK IT!

WRITE IT!

SAY IT!

Narrati ve Technique Literary Device

EVENTSE

TRANSITIONST

DIALOGUEDiINDENT PARAGRAPH

SIMILESm

METAPHORM

ADJECTIVEAdj
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PLAN IT!

END

DRAW IT!

MESSAGE / MORAL

WONDER /QUESTION

FAREWELL

OPENING TYPES SNAPPY! Closing Examples

M

?

F

END DESCRIPTION

Honesty is always the best choice.

What would baseball be like without Babe Ruth?

I turned off the light and went to bed.
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READ IT!

CHECK IT!

END

INDENT PARAGRAPH

WRITE IT!

SAY IT!

SNAPPY! Closing

Narrati ve Technique

Literary Device

MESSAGE / MORALMM

WONDER / QUESTIONWQ

FAREWELLFw DIALOGUE

RESOLUTION

Di

ReINDENT PARAGRAPH

SIMILESm

METAPHORM

ADJECTIVEAdj

Story Elements
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FINAL DRAFT

WRITE IT!
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FINAL DRAFT
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FINAL DRAFT
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RUBRIC

CHECK IT!

BEGINNING

END

MIDDLEM

B

E
NARRATIVE

OPINION

INFORMATIONAL

CHECK GENREREAD IT!

PURPOSE &
ORGANIZATION

EVIDENCE &
ELABORATION

CONVENTIONS

TOTAL SCORE

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

Has a clear plot

Has a logical sequence with a beginning, middle, and end

Maintains point of view

Uses transiti ons

Indents

Uses correct capitalizati on

Uses correct end punctuati on

Clearly develops characters, setti  ng, and events

Uses dialogue

Uses adjecti ves, simile, or metaphor
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